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To help investors navigate today’s drastically different world, we’ve identified three
overarching themes: a resurgent China, persistently low yields, and the drive to live and
invest more sustainably. We’re using our expertise and insights to explain why these
themes represent some of the biggest opportunities and risks for portfolios – and what
investors can do.
Guiding our clients through a fundamentally
different landscape
The world is experiencing a time of profound change that
in some respects has only been accelerated by a global
pandemic. The traditional “rules” of investing – which were
already being challenged – have become increasingly less
relevant. For example, sustainable investing was reaching
a tipping point prior to the pandemic, and rather than
detracting from this focus, the pandemic has caused investors
to double down on their commitment. Now, more people
are seeking to invest their money with a particular purpose
in mind – whether it’s to address social issues or climate
change. Meanwhile, investors are adjusting to the realisation
that the current low-interest-rate environment might be a
permanent fixture – from which there is no obvious exit.
To address these shifts, we gathered investment professionals
and client experts from across Allianz Global Investors for
several hours of intense discussion and debate online. Two
topics kept recurring. One was the Covid-19 pandemic, which
has taken an intense human and economic toll while also
upending previous ways of living and working. The other was
the accelerating pace of innovation, much of it in high-tech
fields such as artificial intelligence.
As we delved deeper into what’s driving economies and
markets today – and where they may be headed in the
future – we gradually homed in on three overarching and
interconnected themes: a resurgent China, persistently
low yields, and the drive to live and invest more sustainably.
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Key takeaways
– Fundamental changes have made the
traditional “rules” of investing less relevant –
which is why we’re exploring three investable
themes to help investors navigate a new era
– Investable theme #1: If rates and yields stay
lower for even longer, investors will need
strategies to pursue higher yields and returns
while managing risk
– Investable theme #2: China is the world’s
new economic powerhouse, and investors
must consider how to incorporate it – whatever
the asset class and wherever they are in
the world
– Investable theme #3: With sustainability now
essential to how the world invests, clients need
help thinking in new ways – for example, by
focusing on outcome-oriented results where
the impact is measurable

Far more than simple trends, we believe they individually –
and together – will have a significant bearing on how and
where we invest in the foreseeable future. Because they
represent some of the biggest opportunities and risks for
client portfolios, we call them “investable themes”.
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So what happens next? Over the coming months, we’ll use
our expertise and global research capabilities to generate
proprietary insights and commentaries that address some
of the most pressing opportunities emerging from these
themes. And we will apply the capabilities and insights of
Allianz Global Investors to create actionable strategies for
our clients. First, here’s more detail on our three themes.
An introduction to our three investable themes
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Lower for even longer? How to achieve income
and growth in an age of suppressed yields

Monetary policy has always been a key driver of economic
growth and financial markets. But the approach of central
banks has fundamentally changed in recent years. Stubbornly
low interest rates have become the norm, and while long-term
rates may rise somewhat in the near future, we are still in
the midst of a secular shift to a lower-rate environment. You
can see it in the steep fall in 10-year US Treasury yields over
the past 40 years.
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Appreciating China: How to invest in the new
economic powerhouse

China is perhaps the only major economy that bounced back
quickly from the Covid-19 pandemic. There are many reasons
for this, but one of the biggest is that China had already
embarked on a long-term economic transformation that
paid dividends after the crisis passed. No longer the low-cost
manufacturer to the world, China has implemented a longterm growth strategy that will be powered by innovation in
technology, data and science. As China’s economy develops,
its capital markets are maturing as well. Their integration into
the global financial system is likely to be one of the defining
structural shifts in the coming decades. While China A-shares
are an increasingly common fixture in portfolios, the growth
in China’s bond markets also makes the country an option
for investors seeking income.
As an investment, China is still an enigma for many, but its
markets are nevertheless deep, diverse and dynamic. Now
is the time for investors to consider China and its role in
portfolios, whatever the asset class and wherever they are
investing in the world.
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We believe this won’t end anytime soon. As we move
deeper into the recovery from Covid-19, central banks
have pledged to keep their monetary policy “easy” for
an extended time, with low rates and elevated levels of
liquidity in the financial system. Indeed, given the level of
government indebtedness and the extent to which markets
have become “hooked” on cheap money, few decision
makers have the appetite to change. So if the environment
becomes lower not just longer, but potentially forever, what
are the implications? Are central banks simply the servants
of governments as a new “state capitalism” takes hold?
Most importantly for investors, how should they reposition
their portfolios for the unfolding environment? And how can
they push for higher yields and better overall returns while
keeping risk in check? We’re using our proprietary research
and expert insights to answer these and other pressing
questions for clients.
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Beyond climate: Exploring the frontiers of
sustainable investing

Over the years, a growing number of investors have sought
to put their capital to work in a sustainable way. This has
taken many forms, from considering environmental, social
and governance (ESG) factors to focusing on “green”
investments. Today, it is fair to say that the consideration of
sustainability – in whatever form – is now standard practice
for investors and asset managers alike. The growing interest
in sustainable investing in recent years has finally translated
into significant investments. The priority for the industry is to
ensure we meet the high expectations that investors have
for those investments. With climate change an urgent topic
for many investors, we look beyond conventional thinking
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on climate to explore the far-reaching implications for
biodiversity and other so-called planetary boundaries.
And we are prioritising the “S” in ESG as social issues
come to the fore.
Overall, we seek to explore the frontiers of sustainability
for our clients, because we believe sustainability goes
beyond individual products or asset classes. It’s core to the
way we do business and engage with the companies in
which we invest. We stay connected to the way our clients
think about sustainability as well – for example, by helping
them focus on outcome-oriented results where the impact
is measurable. One way we do this is by using development
finance to foster inclusive capitalism, recognising that
meaningful progress on sustainability is contingent on
economic growth and equality of opportunity.
We also use our position of sustainability leadership to
help answer the pressing questions we hear from clients
every day. How can I decarbonise my whole portfolio?
How can I use my capital to achieve a measurable impact?
And how can I support the UN SDGs?
What’s next?
These investable themes aren’t static, and we will
continue to explore them over a period of years, not
just months. You can expect to hear a lot more from
us – you will be able to read our proprietary research on
these themes, have conversations with our experts, and
listen to different perspectives from outside our firm. And
we’ll answer your questions, examine your challenges and
demonstrate how our solutions can help. That’s how we’ll
use our investment themes as a roadmap to achieve the
outcomes that you seek.
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Allianz Global Investors is a leading active asset manager with over 750
investment professionals in 25 locations worldwide and managing EUR 582
billion in assets for individuals, families and institutions.
Active is the most important word in our vocabulary. Active is how we create
and share value with clients. We believe in solving, not selling, and in adding
value beyond pure economic gain. We invest for the long term, employing our
innovative investment expertise and global resources. Our goal is to ensure a
superior experience for our clients, wherever they are based and whatever their
investment needs.
Active is: Allianz Global Investors
Data as at 31 December 2020

Investing involves risk. The value of an investment and the income from it will fluctuate and investors may not get back the principal invested. Equities
have tended to be volatile, and do not offer a fixed rate of return. Investing in the bond market is subject to risks, including market, interest rate, issuer,
credit, inflation risk and liquidity risk. The value of most bonds and bond strategies are impacted by changes in interest rates. Bond prices will normally
decline as interest rates rise. The impact may be greater with longer-duration bonds. Credit risk reflects the issuer’s ability to make timely payments of
interest or principal – the lower the rating, the higher the risk of default. Emerging markets may be more volatile, less liquid, less transparent, and subject
to less oversight, and values may fluctuate with currency exchange rates. Environmental, social and governance (ESG) strategies consider factors
beyond traditional financial information to select securities or eliminate exposure which could result in relative investment performance deviating from
other strategies or broad market benchmarks. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. This is a marketing communication. It is for
informational purposes only. This document does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold any security and shall not
be deemed an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security.
The views and opinions expressed herein, which are subject to change without notice, are those of the issuer or its affiliated companies at the time of
publication. Certain data used are derived from various sources believed to be reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of the data is not guaranteed
and no liability is assumed for any direct or consequential losses arising from their use. The duplication, publication, extraction or transmission of the
contents, irrespective of the form, is not permitted.
This material has not been reviewed by any regulatory authorities. In mainland China, it is used only as supporting material to the offshore investment
products offered by commercial banks under the Qualified Domestic Institutional Investors scheme pursuant to applicable rules and regulations. This
document does not constitute a public offer by virtue of Act Number 26.831 of the Argentine Republic and General Resolution No. 622/2013 of the
NSC. This communication’s sole purpose is to inform and does not under any circumstance constitute promotion or publicity of Allianz Global Investors
products and/or services in Colombia or to Colombian residents pursuant to part 4 of Decree 2555 of 2010. This communication does not in any way aim
to directly or indirectly initiate the purchase of a product or the provision of a service offered by Allianz Global Investors. Via reception of his document,
each resident in Colombia acknowledges and accepts to have contacted Allianz Global Investors via their own initiative and that the communication
under no circumstances does not arise from any promotional or marketing activities carried out by Allianz Global Investors. Colombian residents accept
that accessing any type of social network page of Allianz Global Investors is done under their own responsibility and initiative and are aware that they may
access specific information on the products and services of Allianz Global Investors. This communication is strictly private and confidential and may not
be reproduced. This communication does not constitute a public offer of securities in Colombia pursuant to the public offer regulation set forth in Decree
2555 of 2010. This communication and the information provided herein should not be considered a solicitation or an offer by Allianz Global Investors or
its affiliates to provide any financial products in Brazil, Panama, Peru, and Uruguay. In Australia, this material is presented by Allianz Global Investors Asia
Pacific Limited (“AllianzGI AP”) and is intended for the use of investment consultants and other institutional/professional investors only, and is not directed
to the public or individual retail investors. AllianzGI AP is not licensed to provide financial services to retail clients in Australia. AllianzGI AP (Australian
Registered Body Number 160 464 200) is exempt from the requirement to hold an Australian Foreign Financial Service License under the Corporations Act
2001 (Cth) pursuant to ASIC Class Order (CO 03/1103) with respect to the provision of financial services to wholesale clients only. AllianzGI AP is licensed
and regulated by Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission under Hong Kong laws, which differ from Australian laws.
This document is being distributed by the following Allianz Global Investors companies: Allianz Global Investors U.S. LLC, an investment adviser
registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission; Allianz Global Investors Distributors LLC, distributor registered with FINRA, is affiliated
with Allianz Global Investors U.S. LLC; Allianz Global Investors GmbH, an investment company in Germany, authorized by the German Bundesanstalt
für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin); Allianz Global Investors (Schweiz) AG; Allianz Global Investors Asia Pacific Ltd., licensed by the Hong Kong
Securities and Futures Commission; Allianz Global Investors Singapore Ltd., regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore [Company Registration No.
199907169Z]; Allianz Global Investors Japan Co., Ltd., registered in Japan as a Financial Instruments Business Operator [Registered No. The Director of
Kanto Local Finance Bureau (Financial Instruments Business Operator), No. 424, Member of Japan Investment Advisers Association and Investment Trust
Association, Japan]; and Allianz Global Investors Taiwan Ltd., licensed by Financial Supervisory Commission in Taiwan.
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